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Curricular Unit Learning Disabilities

Regent Vitor Manuel Lourenço da Cruz

Learning
Outcomes

- To define learning disabilities within an educational setting;
-  To discuss the various definitions of  learning disabilities and to define
which is most appropriate for the special education teachers.
-  To  define  the  difference  between  learning  disabilities,  emotional
disturbance,  and  mental  retardation.
- To describe the history of the LD field; most important theorists and their
contributions.
- To describe the identification procedures most typically used with pupils
with LD .
- To compare and contrast the identification procedures recommended in
readings  and  in  class  discussions  with  those  typically  exhibited  in  the
schools.
-  To  discuss  physiological  causes  of  LD,  including  brain  injury  and
biochemical irregularities.
- To discuss task and setting based theories as possible explanations for LD.
- To describe an information processing model as it applies to learning, and
its potential influence on LD.
- To describe an operant model as it applies to learning, (...)

Syllabus

A comprehensive study of: theoretical issues (nature, etiology, symptoms, of
LD), diagnosis (using specific methods of assessment in a multidisciplinary
team, based on real cases),  planning, and organization of instruction for
children with learning difficulties (curriculum adjustment, development of
programs of differential instruction, specialized methods of evaluation and
team relationship will be emphasized), and other themes about students with
LD.
Programme:
Overview of the course
History of LD / Definitions
Educational and definitional issues (classifcation systems)
Theory (Historical perspectives and emergent issues)
Educational, Psychological e behavioral Characteristics (academic, gognitive,
physical, socio-emotional, behavioral and communication)
Methods  &  Techniques  of  assessment  (Individualized  Educational  Plan;
Psychometric assessment; Informal Assessment; Dynamic Assessment)
Methods & Techniques of intervention (educational Intervention)
Teaching and (...)

Evaluation
Continuos Evaluation: 75% of class (pratical) attendence; presentation of a
pratical work;test (if evaluation is under 10 students must do the final exam).
Final Exam: All students that did not do continnuos evaluation must do an
exam (written and oral).
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